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This whole chapter, chapter 4, which we are now reading, is devoted to

s]my]äý/ ˜tm]

dõx]*n]\ - gaining a clarity of vision of one's own Self. The vision of b—ýÀnõ ]/ is all that exists in
this entire creation, through äým]* yçg] in the form of y]#] äým]*. Any äým]* that helps in
bringing that clarity of vision to oneself is a y]#] äým]*.
The nature of a y]#] äým]* is that it ultimately leads one to the realization that one's
transient nature is subject to change, and it can be changed so that one can recognize
by one's own self, one's true changeless existence as the all-pervading b—ýÀõn]/. Thus,
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y]#] äým]* is a form of äým]* yçg], leading to #Ån] yçg] and s]\y]äý/ ˜tm] dõx]*n]\ - clarity
of vision of oneself as one really is. Sri Krishna has been talking about y]#] äým]* with
particular reference to a Havan ritual. For a äým]* yçgÆ, every äým]* is a y]#] äým]*, which
means that every äým]* is a kind of Havan, and what applies to a Havan ritual, applies to
every äým]* done as a y]#] äým]*.
every

In one's daily life, every äým]* can be a y]#] äým]* in terms of understanding, attitude,
discipline, effort, proper conduct, etc. For example,
⇒ when you eat only what you should eat, and never anything you should not eat
⇒ when you hear only what you should hear and never hear what you should not
hear
⇒ when you see only what you should see, and never see what you should not see,
etc.
even all this is y]#]

äým]* for a äým]* yçgÆ.

y]#] äým]*s what is involved is self-control, x]m], dõm] and tyÅg] - control of
one's mind and b¶i£õ - instruments of perception and action, and also a sense of
renunciation. Such self-control is like fire in a Havan. All such y]#] äým]*s ultimately find
their total fulfillment in b—ýÀõ#Ån]\ - clarity of the vision of b—ýÀõn]/ in every action, and indeed
In all such

in everything that exists, including oneself. That is the content of today's verses.
Let us now see how Sri Krishna brings out this message. Sri Krishna says "Many
varieties of y]#] äým]*s are described in our Vedas. For example:

dEv]m]/ Av] ap]re y]#]\ yçig]n]: p]y¶*pÅs]tà |
b—ýÀ−g¦è ap]re y]#]\ y]#ànðv] [p]j¶Äõit] ||

4 - 25

yçig]n]: ap]re (c])dEv]m]/ y]#]\ Av] p]y¶*pÅs]tà
yçig]n]: - The äým]* yçgÆs
ap]re (c]) - and also among people like you and me, some of them
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dEv]\ y]#]\ Av] p]y¶*pÅs]tà - they perform dev] y]#] - which means they offer ritualistic
worship to dev]tÅs like aig¦], v]ÎN], vÅy¶, wn¨õ, etc. or in the names of ix]v], iv]SN¶, dugÅ*
etc.

p½jÅs come under the category of dev] y]#]. Such dev] y]#]s bring about
some peace of mind and also ant]: äýrõN] x¶i£ - purification in our thought processes
which ultimately make our mind and b¶i£õ fit for gaining ˜tm] #Ån]\, b—ýÀõ #Ån]\
All our Temple

ap]re b—ýÀ−g¦è (dev]) y]#]\ p]y¶*pÅs]tà - On the other hand, those who are already #Ån]Is,
some of them

ap]re b—ýÀ−g¦è dev] y]#]\ p]y¶*pÅs]tà - they also perform dev] y]#]s, but they perform dev] y]#]s
as b—ýÀõ y]#]. How do they do that?
b—ýÀ−g¦è - ag¦è b—ýÀõ s]\p]xy]n]/ - The #Ån]I sees b—ýhõm]n]/ in the aig¦] dev]tÅ, and likewise in
every dev]tÅ, whatever be its name and form. Thus with s]\y]äý/ b—ýÀõ dõx]*n]\ - with the clear
vision of b—ýÀõn]/ in every dev]tÅ, the #Ån]I performs the y]#] äým]* as b—ýÀõ y]#] . Further
y]#]\ y]#àn] Av] [p]j¶Äõit] - which means ˜tmÅn]\ ˜tm]nÅ Av] [p]j¶Äõit]. A #Ån]I offers, in
terms of knowledge and attitude, one's entire self by one's entire self into that b—Àõn]/,
which means a #Ån]I offers all of one's sense of perceptions, including mind and b¶i£õ,
into that b—ýhõm]n]/ by one's act of worship, with the full realization that all that exists is only
b—Àõn]/ - with full realization WxÅvÅsy]\ wdõ\ s]v]\*.
By dedicating all actions to p]rõmàìv]rõ through such worship, the #Ån]I surrenders
individual consciousness. Thus the individual consciousness naturally merges into the
ocean of total consciousness. vy]iSqõ consciousness resolves naturally into s]m]iSqõ
consciousness.
Thus when a

s]\g]m]\ -

#Ån]I performs dev] y]#] - worship of Wìv]rõ in any form, he is in a state of
confluence of vy]iSqõ cðt]ny]\ and s]m]iSqõ cðt]ny]\ - holy confluence of the

holy
individual consciousness of oneself and the total consciousness of every self that there
is - the cosmic consciousness - the totality of knowledge. Such
Further,
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ÛoˆÅdIin] win¨õyÅNy]nyà s]my]m] aig¦]S¶ j¶Äõit] |
x]bd−dIn]/ iv]S]yÅn]nyà win¨õyÅig¦]S¶ j¶Äõit] ||
Two diametrically opposite types of
for the

y]#] is

4 - 26

y]#] äým]*s are described here. In one case, the fire

control of the organs of perception. In the other case, the organs of

perception themselves constitute fire for the y]#].
Since there are several organs of perception, and each one of them has to be

y]#] äým]*. Thus there are several fires in the y]#]
äým]*. That is why the plural aig¦]S¶ is used in this verse. One kind of y]#] äým]* is
controlled, each control is a fire in the

Ûoˆ] ˜dIin] win¨õyÅiN] anyà s]my]m] aig¦]S¶ j¶Äõit].

Some yçgÆs - some people offer
their sense organs into the fire of self-control, which means that they deny the sense
objects to the sense organs. For example, they may choose to close their eyes for some
time every day, as a matter of self-discipline. They may deny their tongue certain kinds
of food, etc. By such self-denial or self-restraint, they try to turn their mind and

b¶i£õ towards p]rõmàìv]rõ. This kind of äým]* yçg] is called s]\y]m] yçg].
On the other hand, there are some other
just the opposite. What do they do?

yçgÆs - there are some other people, who do

x]bd−dIn]/ iv]S]yÅn]/ anyà win¨õy] - aig¦]S¶ j¶Äõit] - They offer the sense objects such as x]bdõ, sp]x]*,Ðp], rõs], g]nD] -sound, touch, form, taste and smell as y]#], as D]m]* äým]*
into the fires of the sense organs - the ear, the skin, the eye, the tongue and the nose,
and also the mind and b¶i£õ, keeping all of them under full control at all times. This is full
and effective use of sense organs for enlightenment.
If you offer the eyes, everything which gives pleasure to the eyes, and the tongue,
everything that gives pleasure to the tongue, etc. that is not
foolish indulgence which will surely lead to self-destruction.

y]#] äým]*. That is indeed

On the other hand, if you offer the eyes, everything that is proper and necessary to see
for gaining ˜tm] #Ån]\ - self-knowledge and deny the eyes those things which should not
be seen, and in a similar way, if you follow the principle of going as far as you can, so
long as it is proper and necessary, but never do anything improper with respect to every
sense object and every sense organs, such a kind of y]#] äým]*- äým]* yçg] is called
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in]y]m] yçg] - control of actions governed by propriety - right conduct at all times.
in]y]m] yçg] is conducive to the fullest development of one's abilities of perception
and action, and ultimately to one's ability to gain ˜tm] #Ån]\ - self-knowledge. When the
sense objects fed to the sense organs are of unquestionable propriety in terms of D]m]*
leading to mçÜ], then the win¨õyÅs - the sense organs, including mind and b¶i£õ, become
the fire for the y]#] äým]*.
Such

Total withdrawal of sense organs from sense objects is relatively far easier, compared
to the proper and the fullest enjoyment of sense objects by the sense organs, without
ever being improper. It is this later kind of self-control, the

in]y]m] yçg],

which is the

characteristic of a isT]t]p—ý#], as we may recall Sri Krishna's words in chapter 2:

r−g] ©eS] iv]y¶•…Est¶ iv]S]yÅn]/ win¨õyð‘õrõn]/ |
˜tm]v]xyðiv]*DàyÅtmÅ p—ýsÅdõ\ aiD]g]cCõit] ||

2 - 64

iv]S]yÅn]/ win¨õyð: c]rõn]/ - Experiencing the world of objects, using fully and effectively, all
your win¨õyÅs - all your faculties of perception and action, doing whatever is to be done,
and never doing whatever should not be done, and at the same time,
˜tm]v]xyð: win¨õyð: - keeping all of one's instruments of perception and action under
one's full control
iv]DàyÅtmÅ p—ýsÅdõ\ aiD]g]cCõit] - a self-controlled person gains p—ýsÅdõ-b¶i£õ
That is äým]*
Further,

yçg].

That kind of

äým]* yçg] is in]y]m] yçg].

s]vÅ*iN] win¨õy] äýmÅ*iN], p—−N] äýmÅ*iN] cÅp]re |
˜tm] s]\y]m]yçgÅg¦è j¶Äõit] #Ån]dIip]tà ||

Such

in]y]m] yçg] is y]#] äým]*.

4 - 27

On the other hand, those who are already #Ån]Is, those who already have b—ýÀõ

#]]n],

#Ån]dIip]tà - those who are already enlightened by #Ån]dIp]\ - by the shining light of the
lamp of knowledge which leaves no shadows of ignorance about oneself in one's b¶i£õ,
which means that those who already have iv]vàäý #Ån]\ (we will see more about #Ån] dIp]\
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in chapter 10 -11). Thus, those who are already

#Ån]Is, they offer ˜tm] s]\y]m] yçg] as

y]#].
In the previous verse Sri Krishna talked about

s]\y]m] yçg]. Here He talks about ˜tm]

s]\y]m] yçg], which is the same as DyÅn] yçg] - control of the mind through meditation,
which means getting the mind absorbed in s]t]/, ic]t]/, ˜n]ndõ sv]Ðp] ˜tmÅ - s]ty]\
#Ån]\ an]nt]\ b—ýÀõ - the p—ýmàìv]rõ in oneself.
DyÅn] yçg] is another form of äým]* yçg]; DyÅn] is, as the gÆtÅ DyÅn]\ says:
DyÅnÅv]isT]t]t]¡õtàn] m]n]sÅ, p]xy]int] y]\ yçig]n] :
DyÅn] av]isT]t] - with the mind held steadfast, unperturbed and absorbed in the #Ån]
v]st¶, The b—ýhõm]n]/
t]t]/ g]tàn] m]n]sÅ - all thoughts are flowing towards and emptying into the b—ýhõm]n]/, the
p]/rõmàìv]rõ in oneself.
That state of mind is called

˜tm] s]\y]m] yçg],

which is possible for

#Ån]dIip]tà - those
Wìv]rõ. For such

jÆv]-j]g]t]/ and
enlightened ones, ˜tm] s]\y]m] yçg] is the aig¦] in the y]#] äým]*, where they empty
s]vÅ*iN] wn¨õy] äýmÅ*iN], p—−N] äýmÅ*iN] c]. In the fire of ˜tm] s]\y]m] yçg], which means in
the fire of Wìv]rõ Dy]n]\, they empty all actions of their win¨õy]s, including their
physiological functions of p—−N], apÅn], vyÅn], [d−n] and s]mÅn] (respiration, evacuation,
who are already enlightened on the nature of

circulation, reaction and assimilation or digestion).

äým]*s and p—−N]- äým]*s join the ocean of b—ýÀõn]/. All
äým]*s are naturally resolved only in b—ýhõm]n]/. Further,
For the enlightened ones, all the win¨õy]

¨õvy]y]#Å: t]pçy]#Å: yçg]y]#Å: t]TÅp]re |
svÅDyÅy] #Ån]y]#Å: c] y]t]y]: s]\ix]t]v—ýtÅ: ||
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t]TÅ ap]re - Likewise, there are other people who do other kinds of y]#]s. For example,
such people are ¨õvy]y]#Å:, t]pçy]#Å:, yçg]y]#Å:, svÅDyÅy] y]#Å: and also #Ån] y]#]]:.
They are all y]t]y]: and s]\ix]t]v—ýtÅ:
y]t]y]: - means those who are full of effort, interest and dedication, which means Ûõ£−,
and

s]\ix]t]v—ýtÅ: - means

those who are of firm resolve. Their

temporary nature. Their Ûõ£− is deep rooted; therefore,

Ûõ£− is

not transient or of

y]t]y]: s]\ix]t]v—ýtÅ: - All the people about whom we are now talking, are people who are
full of efforts, firm resolve and deep rooted Ûõ£−. For them, their efforts and deep rooted
Ûõ£− constitute the aig¦] - the fire in the Havan of their y]#] äým]*. Who are those people?
They are:

¨õvy]y]#Å: - Those who offer their material wealth as y]#] äým]* - those who give away their
wealth with proper attitude and dedication to various kinds of Wìv]rõ äým]*s, äým]*s
contributing to the material and spiritual progress of the society as a whole. Such people
are called

¨õvy]y]#Å:.

Proper attitude means what? That means dõ–]\, n] m]m] - once given, the wealth does not
belong to me any more. I have no right or any claim on account of it. I feel more free, I
feel more fulfilled on account of such giving" that is the proper attitude. Such giving is

¨õvy] y]#].
t]pç y]#Å: - Those for whom t]p]s]/ is y]#] äým]* are called t]pç y]#Å:. They live a life of
enlightened discipline at all times, with firm resolve, and Ûõ£− in whatever that they are
doing. Such t]p]s]/ is primarily to overcome one's r−g]-©eS] forces, and cultivate one's will
power to follow the path of D]m]* under all circumstances.
yçg] y]#Å: - Those who are totally committed to one or more of the yçg]s described in
the Vedas, such as, for example
x]m]-dõm]-yçg] - control of mind and organs of perception and action

in]y]m] yçg] - adhering to the path of D]m]* at all times, under all circumstances
˜s]n] yçg] - discipline of the body and the mind through Yoga exercises
p—−NÅåyÅm] yçg] - control of body and mind primarily through breathing exercises
p—ýty]h−rõ yçg] - Abstaining from certain activities as a matter of discipline
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DÅrõN] yçg] - Fixing the mind and b¶i£õ on something for a length of time
DyÅn] yçg] - Meditation
s]mÅiD] yçg] - absorption, etc.
All these are forms of
are called yçg]

äým]* yçg], and those who are committed to one or more of these

y]#Å:. Similarly,

svÅDy]]y] y]#Å: - Learning to recite properly the Vedas in the tradition of one's own
family is svÅDy]]y] with Ûõ£− - with dedication, keeping it in memory and communicating
that knowledge to others in the community, again, in the proper manner with Ûõ£õ] and
dedication. That is called svÅDyÅy] y]#], and those whose major occupation is such
s/vÅDyÅy] y]#] are called svÅDyÅy] y]#Å:. Again,
#Ån] y]#Å: - The #Ån] y]#Å: are people who are totally dedicated to the pursuit of
knowledge and service at the highest possible level at all times. In addition to the
pursuit of objective knowledge and related services, they also learn, study, understand,
appreciate and practice the content of Vedas and Upanishads, and they pass on that
understanding and appreciation to others in the community who are qualified to receive
that knowledge. Thus there are a number of y]#] äým]*s described in the Vedas.
Continuing, B]g]vÅn]/ says

apÅnà j¶Äõit] p—−N]\ p—−Nà apÅn]\ t]TÅ ap]re |
p—−NÅpÅn]g]tÆ Îdõ/DvÅ p—−NåyÅm] p]r−y]NÅ : ||

4 - 29

In this verse Sri Krishna makes particular mention of one of the yçg]

p—−NåÅyÅm] -

y]#] äým]*s, namely

breathing exercises, which is considered to be very good for cultivating

p—−NåÅyÅm] has three components in one. they are p½rõäýâ,
rec]äýâ and ä÷âB]äýâ. p½rõäýâ is inhalation, filling up the lungs with air. rec]äýâ is exhaling outgoing breath - emptying the lungs. ä÷âB]äýâ is holding the breath, either inside or
outside. ant]: ä÷\B]äýâ is holding the breath inside and b]ihõ: ä÷âB]äýâ is holding the breath
discipline and also good health.

outside.
By controlling the duration of each one of these three components, one can achieve
certain results. There is obviously some close relationship between one's mental state
and one's mode of breathing. Unwholesome mental situations such as fear, lust, anger,
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etc., disturb and hinder the flow of breath. Similarly wholesome mental atmosphere
such as calmness, contentment, etc. leads to rhythm, steadiness and smoothness in
breathing.

p—−NÅyÅm] as an exercise is not an easy one. While its correct practice
can be beneficial, its incorrect practice can be harmful. Some people practice p—−NÅyÅm]
yçg] as y]#] by controlling their rec]äýâ, p½rõäýâ and ä÷âB]äýâ - by controlling their breathing
The practice of

out, breathing in and holding the breath inside or outside. That is what this verse says:

ap]re p—−NÅyÅm] p]r−y]NÅ: - Some people practice p—−NÅyÅm] yçg] as p]r−y]N]\, which
means for them, p—−NÅyÅm] yçg] is p]rõ\ ay]n]\ - Supreme Abode – b—ýhõm]n]/ itself, the
highest destination to be reached, which means that they are totally committed to

p—−NÅyÅm] yçg]. How do they practice p—−NÅyÅm] yçg] ? B]g]vÅn]/ says:
apÅnà j¶Äõit] p—−N]\ - p—−N] is rec]äýâ - outgoing breath and apÅn] is p½rõäýâ - inhalation.
They offer the p—−N], the outgoing breath as ˜huit] - as oblation, in the fire of apÅn] –
the inhalation, which means when they inhale, they take the air in a controlled manner
deliberately. They do not breath out involuntarily.
t]TÅ - in a similar manner

p—−Nà apÅn]\ j¶Äõit] - They offer apÅn] - the incoming breath as ˜huit] - as oblation in
the fire of p—−N] - the outgoing breath, which means that they breath out for the full
length of time needed, preventing inhalation in the meantime. Again, the discipline is
continued by:

p—−NÅpÅn] g]tÆ Îdõ/DvÅ
p—−N] g]tÆ Îdõ/DvÅ - stopping the movement of the outgoing breath, which means holding
the breath inside, and also

apÅn] g]tÆ Îdõ/DvÅ - stopping the movement of the ingoing breath, which means holding
the breath outside. Therefore,

p—−NÅpÅn] g]tÆ Îdõ/DvÅ means cultivating discipline by ä÷âB]äýâ, holding the breath inside or
outside.

p—−NÅyÅm] yçg]. Those who practice such p—−NÅyÅm] yçg] are
called p—−NÅyÅm] p]r−y]NÅ:. If practiced properly, the practice of p—−NÅyÅm] yçg] as y]#] is
another form of äým]* yçg]. It brings about certain tranquility in the mind which is
That is how they practice
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b—ýÀõ#Ån]\. In the next verse, Sri Krishna refers to one more kind of
y]#] called in]y]t] ˜h−rõ y]#].
conducive to gaining

ap]re in]y]tÅh−r−: p—−NÅn]/ p—−NàS¶ j¶Äõit] |
s]và *aip] Atà y]#]iv]dõ: y]#]Ü]ip]t]äýlm]SÅ: ||

4 - 30

ap]re - Some people cultivate discipline by
in]y]t] ˜h−r−: - regulating or restricting their food. It is not just dieting, it is much more
than that. Food in a general sense includes all sensory activity - food for the ear, food
for eyes, food for touch, taste, smell, etc.
p—−NÅn]/ p—ýNàS¶ j¶Äõit] - They offer the p—−NÅs - physiological functions, into the p—−NÅs as

˜huit] - as oblation. That is y]#].
That means, by controlling one kind of activity, one also controls every other kind of
human activity. That is the discipline here.
s]và * aip] At]e y]#]iv]dõ: - All these people who cultivate discipline through the various
y]#Ås described above, they are all y]#] iv]dõ: - they are knowers of y]#] äým]*.
They know what y]#] äým]* really means, because
y]#] Ü]ip]t] äýlm]SÅ: - their sins are destroyed by their y]#] äým]*s. They redeem
themselves from the obstructions to their spiritual progress by their y]#] äým]*s. Thus,
citing the various kinds of y]#] äým]*s, Sri Krishna points out that performance of y]#] äým]**
kinds of

is the only way for redeeming oneself from obstructions to one's spiritual progress. That
is Sri Krishna's message today.
Sri Krishna has more to say on y]#]

Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 4

äým]* which we will see next time.
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